
LONG-LASTING, FUEL-EFFICIENT, DEEP-TREAD DRIVE TIRES
Yokohama knows that when it comes to designing long-haul tires, it’s not just 
durability you’re looking for, it’s also top-tier fuel efficiency. That’s exactly why we 
built the all-new 712L™: a fuel-efficient, deep-tread drive tire that delivers even 
tread wear and extended service life.

 

 

The 712L is one of many Yokohama 
tires designed to meet SmartWay’s 
stringent low rolling resistance 
criteria.

DRIVE
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LINE-HAUL NEW 

ADVANCED WEAR RESISTANCE

A flat footprint controls ground contact pressure and improves 
resistance to irregular wear.

Flat Tread Profile

Our 712L tires have 30/32’’ deep groove depth for long-lasting life and 
traction without sacrificing fuel efficiency.

Deep Groove Depth

Stress Control Grooves reduce contact pressure at the tread edge, 
providing increased resistance to shoulder step down wear and 
promoting long even wear.

Long, Even Wear

OUTSTANDING FUEL EFFICIENCY & TRACTION

Straight Circumferential Outer Grooves allow for water evacuation and 
enhanced traction even in the worst weather conditions.

Enhanced Wet Performance

The 712L is built with a fuel-efficient tread compound developed for 
reduced rolling resistance without compromising wear performance.

Engineered Efficiency

Straight and Angled Sipes, as well as Zig-Zag Intermediate Grooves, 
provide greater radial and lateral traction.

Optimal Traction

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION

Premium Casing

The 712L is built with a premium casing so tough, we back it with a 7-Year, 
Unlimited Retread Warranty.

Our innovative business philosophy, 
SmartSolution,® is our commitment to 
meeting the most essential demands 
of today’s fleets: Longevity, Efficiency, 
Availability and Dependability.

IT’S IN OUR DNA.

Our STEM 2 technology reinforces 
the casing, minimizing the damaging 
effects of strain energy created from 
heavy loads, heat, rough roads and 
everyday operations.

The 712L is proudly built in the USA.

Funnel-Shaped Grooves prevent stones and other debris from reaching 
the bottom of the groove where casing damage can occur.

Funnel-Shaped Grooves
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SMARTSOLUTION® CERTIFIED NETWORK 
Each of the dealers that make up our expansive nationwide service network is selected and certified to 
ensure they’re ready to provide the solutions you need, fast.

(800) 282-1570

YOKOHAMA EMERGENCY SERVICE (YES) 
We offer nationwide emergency service, focused on keeping your cargo on the move—24/7/365.

YOKOHAMA IS A SMARTWAY® TRANSPORT PARTNER
Working with the SmartWay program, we’re committed to accelerating the availability, adoption, and 
market penetration of advanced fuel-efficient technologies and operational practices—saving you fuel, 
lowering costs, and reducing adverse impact on the environment.

THE YOKOHAMA DIFFERENCE
When you do business with us, you get more than just a world-class tire engineered by some of the industry’s best. You 
also get a partner committed to delivering efficient products and solutions to help your business run more smoothly 
and profitably. Our industry-leading support network truly makes Yokohama the SmartSolution. 

Yokohama tires are subject to an ongoing development process. Yokohama Tire Corporation reserves the right to change product specifications at 
any time without notice or obligation. Not all models and sizes available in all locations.
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SIZES AND SPECIFICATIONS

295/75R22.5 120171221 16H 122.8 9.00 8.25 11.6 40.8 30 12.6 19.1 511 6610@120 6005@120 75

11R22.5 120171222 16H 132.1 8.25 7.50 11.0 42.2 30 12.1 19.7 495 6610@120 6005@120 75

285/75R24.5 120171203 14G 128.7 8.25 7.50 - 9.00 11.1 42.1 30 12.0 19.8 494 6175@110 5675@110 75

11R24.5 120171224 16H 141.1 8.25 7.50 11.1 44.2 30 12.2 20.6 472 7160@120 6610@120 75

LONG-HAUL
LINE-HAUL 


